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Today

2.00 Welcome

2.05 Overview of the KEF: our headline findings

2.30 Case studies: watch parties

2.45 Feedback

2.55 Break

3.05 Thematic review: deep dives into the data

4.00 Break

4.05 Conversation and reflections
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Introduction and 
framing remarks
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www.publicengagement.ac.uk

http://www.publicengagement.ac.uk/


SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Seeking to maximise the 

benefits that the institution 
can generate for the public

KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE 
& SHARING

Increasing the two-way flow 
of knowledge and insight 

between the university and 
wider society

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT 
WITH RESEARCH

Actively involving the public in 
the research activity of the 

institution

ENGAGED TEACHING
Developing teaching 

activities which positively 
impact on  the community, 

and enhance students’ 
engagement skills

The engaged 
university



7 Perspectives

Research partnerships

Working with business

Working with the public and third 

sector

Skills, enterprise & 

entrepreneurship

IP and commercialisation

Local growth and regeneration

Public and community engagement

About the KEF

The aim of the KEF is to increase efficiency and 
effectiveness in the use of public funding for 
knowledge exchange (KE) and to further a culture of 
continuous improvement in universities. 

It will allow universities to better understand and 
improve their own performance, as well as provide 
businesses and other users with more information to 
help them access the world-class knowledge and 
expertise embedded in English Higher Education 
Providers (HEPs).



7 Perspectives

Research partnerships
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About the KEF



The Public and Community Engagement Perspective



Public and Community Engagement: self assessment

Self assessment definitions

1
Planning phase, nothing yet in place

2
Embryonic, in the early stages of development

3
Developing and implementation taking place

4

Fully developed and implemented in most but not 

all areas with outcomes and impacts becoming 

apparent

5

Fully developed and embedded across the 

institution to an exemplary level, with a culture of 

continuous improvement and good evidence on 

outcomes and impacts.



Cluster
Cluster E Large universities – broad based

Cluster J Mid-sized – teaching focus

Cluster M Smaller – teaching focus

Cluster V Very large, very high research intensity

Cluster X Large, high research intensity

STEM Specialists STEM

Arts Specialists covering art, drama, and music

KEF Clusters 



https://kef.ac.uk/dashboard

https://kef.ac.uk/dashboard
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How well did the 
approach work?

© NCCPE 2022





Did the scores reflect a differentiated picture of HEI 
support for Public and Community Engagement?



Did universities use the full range of scores (1-5) to assess 

their performance?



How realistic were the self-assessment scores, 
based on the evidence submitted?

Score low Score 
realistically

Score generously

‘Tough’    ‘Modest’ ‘Realistic’ ‘Positive’     ‘Generous’



How realistic were the self-assessment scores, 
based on the evidence submitted?

a cb



What could be improved?

• Modify the criteria for the scoring, to make clearer the 
distinctions between the five levels
• Moderation: to build a more robust collective understanding 
of the criteria for each level. 
• Combining narrative with data entry: for instance requiring 
HEPs to submit details of the resources invested to support 
P&CE. 
• Requiring more useful intelligence about evaluation and 
acting on results



https://www.publicengagement.ac.uk/kefreport2022

https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.publicengagement.ac.uk%2Fkefreport2022&data=04%7C01%7CPaul.Manners%40uwe.ac.uk%7Cded66ec7b7b941ee39b108da07f93a59%7C07ef1208413c4b5e9cdd64ef305754f0%7C0%7C0%7C637831064240604315%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=SDVjRm1PGbXMr4mTd7m1rFyhtFuM4DXBcRmXn1mjl%2BE%3D&reserved=0
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Research approach

© NCCPE 2020

Coded each narrative 
statement in NVivo

Developed a 
framework 

included specific 
questions we 

wanted to ask of 
the data

Used a mixture 
of higher level 
text searches 
and deeper 
enquiries 

through full read 
throughs 

Developed search 
terms which we 
ran on some of 
the statement 

sections

Activity and 
summary 

sections were 
coded by read 

throughs 

Working through 
the different 

questions within 
the framework 

Capturing 
the 

findings 
in the 
report



The focus of our research

1. The purpose and practice 
of public engagement

▪ How do HEIs describe and frame their 
approach to P&CE, and their purposes 
for supporting it?

▪ What kinds of activities do HEIs 
foreground?

▪ How do HEIs relate their P&CE work 
to place?

▪ To what extent are the narrative 
activities knowledge based?

▪ Which publics / communities do they 
work with?

2. How HEIs support public 
engagement

▪ How do HEIs organise themselves 
to deliver and support P&CE?

▪ What resources do HEIs allocate? 
What funding do they draw on?

3. Making a difference
4. The wider context for 

public engagement

▪ How do HEIs define the impacts of 
their P&CE?

▪ How do HEIs monitor and evaluate 
these impacts?

▪ What do the KEF narratives tell us 
about the P&CE sector?

▪ What are the key areas of 
reflection based on the KEF 
narratives?



Headlines
• Public and Community Engagement is in robust 

health, with a diversity of approaches evident 
across the sector. 

• The dominant mode of engagement is to ‘inspire 
and inform’ the public

• The narratives are dominated by a local and 
regional focus. 

• There is a strong commitment to inclusive 
practice, with HEIs prioritising work which 
addresses inequality and engages with excluded 
groups in society.

• HEIs are grappling with the challenge of how to 
monitor and evaluate their work in this area and 
identify this as an area where they want to 
significantly improve their practice. 



Stephen Roberts, 
Kings College London

Larissa Allwork, 
University of Derby

Mary Mahoney, University 
of Wolverhampton

Sarah Rees,
Lancaster University

Lucinda Spokes, 
University of Cambridge

Matthew Guest, 
Guild HE

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLYcs8HLnX9gl4w28FL4K-dBsLbs0gh1zV

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLYcs8HLnX9gl4w28FL4K-dBsLbs0gh1zV
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Thematic review of the 
narratives

© NCCPE 2022



1. The purpose and practice 
of public engagement

▪ What kinds of activities do 
HEIs foreground?

▪ How do HEIs describe and 
frame their approach to 
P&CE, and their purposes 
for supporting it?

▪ How do HEIs relate their 
P&CE work to place?

▪ Which publics / 
communities do they work 
with?
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What are the purposes and practices of P&CE? Typical activities
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Distribution of approaches

© NCCPE 2022

Sharing knowledge was the most 
commonly cited approach, making 
up 74% of all activities referenced in 
the narratives.

Providing access to knowledge 
accounted for 5% of all activities 
referenced in the narratives.

Building knowledge together made 
up 7% of the coded activities.

Being a good neighbour accounted 
for 14%.

74%

5%

7%

14%

Distribution of activities, percentage of total activities 

Sharing knowledge

Providing access to
knowledge
Building knowledge
together
Being a good neighbour
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Place-based model of 
Public and Community 
Engagement
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What are the purposes and practices of P&CE? 
Geographical focus
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What are the purposes and practices of P&CE? 
Policy drivers 

© NCCPE 2022

Policy framings, total number of HEIs per framing



UWE Bristol engages in a wide 
variety of Public and 
Community Engagement that 
directly benefits the West of 
England’s communities, 
people, governance structures 
and businesses. 

We work closely with 
community and third sector 
organisations professions, 
business, local government, 
health and welfare services to 
ensure our teaching, research 
and wider engagement have 
direct relevance to wide-
ranging communities. 



AUB is a creative community 

dedicated to working with our 

local creative and business 

community in the development of 

the arts, skills and access to 

experiences.

As a specialist art and design 

institution we believe in the 

power of creative experiences 

and see our role as an anchor of 

place to contribute to the cultural 

life of the region and support the 

social and economic well-being of 

the community.



Emphases: public or community engagement?

Public engagement Community (civic) engagement

P&CE as a priority strand of KE activity,
closely linked to the evolving set of policies 
and practices which focus on Public 
Engagement with Research. 

P&CE woven into a place-focused approach to 
knowledge exchange. This framing draws on 
traditions of community and civic engagement, 
and tends to encompass a broader range of 
practices and approaches than PE with Research. 

Cranfield University is a specialist 
institution which combines a deep 
understanding of technology, 
entrepreneurship and leadership 
training.  Cranfield actively 
champions public engagement with 
STEM subjects by using its facilities, 
knowledge and training. 

Coventry University Group (CUG) has a 
distinguished history working locally, nationally 
and internationally to embed collaboration and 
maximise results with and for partners. [ ]. 
Local growth and community engagement are 
focused on the core needs of local citizens: -
health inequalities, unemployment and 
developing holistic and targeted community 
support for longer term societal advancement 
and inclusive growth. 



Emphases: public engagement or public benefit?

Public engagement

Focusing on improving and increasing  
interaction with communities

At The University of Manchester we 
contribute to knowledge exchange across 
the full range of our core objectives of 
excellence and impact in research, teaching 
and social responsibility including through 
involving the public and our community in 
our work via our award-winning cultural 
institutions which a museum, an art gallery, 
a heritage library and the UNESCO World 
Heritage Site at the Jodrell Bank Radio 
Telescope.

Public benefit

Focusing on delivering benefits for 
communities

“Strong civic bonds are a key component of an 
economically inclusive and socially mobile 
society (…) This approach entrusts academics 
to contribute to the community through 
working with entrepreneurs, practitioners, 
employers, third sector, public institutions and 
individuals” (Northumbria University) 
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Who are HEIs partnering with?
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Which publics do HEIs work with?
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Which publics do HEIs work with?





2. How HEIs support public 
engagement

▪ How do HEIs organise 
themselves to deliver and 
support P&CE?

▪ What resources do HEIs 
allocate? What funding do 
they draw on?
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How HEIs are supporting P&CE?

© NCCPE 2022

Centralised P&CE specific 
team

P&CE sits within other 
centralised KE team

P&CE expertise are held 
at department/research 

centre level
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How do HEIs organise their support for P&CE?
Support

Learning

Training and professional 
development Includes activities design to build capacity within HEIs staffing

Supporting staff and students

Seed funding Relates to small grants awarded internally to enable research staff to explore and develop P&CE collaborations

Support for bid writing 
and development

Relates to the support available to researchers to enable them to include P&CE in bid development

Internal PE networks
Refers to networks within the HEI that support P&CE, these can be across departments and can involve researchers, PEPs and 
other HEI staff

Supporting public involvement

Involving publics in 
governance roles

Involves the inclusion of publics in the spaces where P&CE decisions are made/informed

Access points for 
communities

Refers to the ways in which communities can contact/engage with the HEI, either to speak with a HEI staff member or to gather
information about the institution’s activities

Recognition

Promotion criteria Involves the inclusion of P&CE activities in the criteria for internal promotions

VC awards Refers to the recognition of staffs P&CE activity in Vice Chancellor awards

Performance and 
development reviews

Involves monitoring existing P&CE work and setting aims for future engagement activities in research staffs’ annual 
development reviews
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Integrating P&CE

P&CE is integrated

within our working 

culture and included in 

every grade of our 

Academic Career Map. 

The framework sets out 

what we expect from 

academic staff and how 

we support them, and is 

used when building a 

case for promotion.

Recognition for P&CE
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How do HEIs organise their support for P&CE?

Support is offered through a 

central function (now 7.0 FTE) and 

across Academic Colleges.

Logistical and marcomms support 

is also provided via embedded 

Departmental staff to support 

grass roots engagement, including:

• 6x Impact Development 

Officers

• 5x Research Communication 

Managers

• 7x Patient Engagement / 

Involvement Managers

• 2x Community Engagement 

Leads.
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How do HEIs organise their support for P&CE?

Dedicated P&CE support has 

increased to 5.0 FTE across a 

matrix structure, with central 

support staff working with experts 

across our PS and academic 

divisions.
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How do HEIs organise their support for P&CE?

Our P&CE approach is now 
integrated in our 
institutional strategy, 
Practical Wisdom, with 
partnerships one of our four 
values. Our distinct identity-
based P&CE programmes 
align with inclusivity, 
another strategic value, and 
our institutional 
commitment to equality, 
diversity and inclusion
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Funding 

© NCCPE 2022
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Funding 

© NCCPE 2022

The combined 2017-20 
budgets of our teams 

provided £4.6m of support 
for P&CE
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How do HEIs approach partnership working?

© NCCPE 2022

The approaches to activity-specific 
partnerships involved various routes:

Partnering with communities - to 
respond to local needs or challenges.

Providing consultancy - for example 
through supporting the work of 
national charities who work with 
wider publics. 

Working with cultural organisations -
for example to put on exhibitions or to 
run events.

Partnerships aimed at supporting 
HEIs’ P&CE strategies typically 
involved advisory or steering groups 
with public representatives, as well 
as some more targeted engagement 
with public and statutory bodies 
which informed the strategic 
direction of the HEI’s engagement 
work. 

Public representatives included 
people from both the citizen publics 
and organisations/groups set out in 
Chapter 1. 
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The P&CE strategy is owned by 

the Public Engagement with 

Research Advisory Group 

(PERAG) and sits alongside, 

and compliments, our Business 

Engagement strategy.

We focus on our strongest 

community, our local area of 

Kent. Thus, our P&CE strategy 

was created with this target 

audience in mind and was 

informed by a systematic 

review of our external 

connections.

How do HEIs approach partnership working?



3. Making a 
difference

▪ How do HEIs define 
the impacts of their 
P&CE?

▪ How do HEIs monitor 
and evaluate these 
impacts?



Key findings
▪ Monitoring and evaluation were ‘work in 

progress’: HEIs are grappling with how to 
support this work well.

▪ Intelligence was often scattered across the 
narratives. 

▪ There were two broad focal points for 
evaluation: strategic evaluation which sought 
to monitor the effectiveness of their 
institutional strategy and support; and project 
evaluation which monitored and evaluated 
the impact of their engagement activities.

▪ HEIs rarely linked the evaluation data they 
collect back to their overarching strategic 
goals.

▪ In evaluating their activities, HEIs rely heavily 
on collecting basic monitoring data e.g., 
attendee numbers at events.
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Figure 22: Average self assessment scores per aspect

Making a difference: Key Findings



What are HEIs broad evaluation approaches?

Evaluation approach

HEI provides 
evaluation support for 
projects

In these cases, institutions emphasised the need to develop evaluation that is appropriate to 
individual projects, and address the aims of the intervention. 

HEI evaluates its 
support for P&CE

In these cases institutions were looking at their overall approach to cultivating public engagement 
within their institution. 

HEI intended to carry 
out future evaluation

A significant number of institutions wrote that they collected monitoring data from their programmes, 
but did not currently have as robust an approach to evaluation as they would like. 

HEI strategically 
evaluates its P&CE 
work

Some institutions had a clear strategic approach to evaluation of their work. 

HEI uses monitoring 
data to evidence 
impact

There was heavy reliance on monitoring data to evidence impacts in the KEF. 

HEI references 
partnership to 
evidence impact

Many institutions chose to reference the partnership work that they were involved in, and how much 
of their work was informed by these partners. 

HEI does not reference 
an evaluation 
approach

Several institutions did not reference their evaluation methodologies in the KEF. For some this 
appeared to be because they hadn’t developed an approach. Others chose not to share the ‘nuts and 
bolts’ of their approach, but did state a high level, strategic commitment to the process.
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How are HEIs making a difference through their P&CE?

© NCCPE 2022

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Improved public services

Responded to Covid 19

Improved wellbeing

Influenced policy

Tackled inequality

Furthered health research

Improved the lives of individuals

Number of HEIs

Reported impact categories
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How are HEIs making a difference through their P&CE?

© NCCPE 2022

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

HEBCI monitoring data

Click through monitoring

Project monitoring reports

KPIs

Event attendees numbers

Feedback and satisfaction levels

Number of HEIs

Monitoring of P&CE







In 2018, use of NCCPE’s EDGE tool 

produced a detailed analysis of our 

public engagement strategy and 

activities, identifying strengths and 

opportunities. The resulting Engage 

Silver Watermark Action Plan has guided 

recent achievements, including the 

realignment of staff against our strategic 

areas, and repositioning cultural and 

community specialists within a central PE 

function. Key actions delivered include: 

• Developing a shared understanding 
• Making time for engagement
• Developing quality and values
• Moving beyond the usual suspects
• Partnership working.

https://thinkpe.net/wap/


▪ What do the KEF 
narratives tell us about the 
P&CE sector?

▪ What are the key areas of 
reflection based on the KEF 
narratives?

4. The wider context for 
public engagement



How does P&CE feature in other KEF domains?

Institutional context 
statements



How does P&CE feature in other KEF domains?

Here HEIs chose to explicitly reference P&CE 
as a key feature of their overall approach to 
KE. This framing is closely linked to the 
evolving set of policies and practices which 
focus on Public Engagement with Research. 

Examples include:

‘Cranfield University is a specialist institution 
which combines a deep understanding of 
technology, entrepreneurship and leadership 
training.  Cranfield actively champions public 
engagement with STEM subjects by using its 
facilities, knowledge and training.’ 

Here HEIs frame their P&CE in terms of a commitment to 
local communities and to place. This framing draws on 
the long traditions of community and civic engagement, 
and tend to encompass a broader range of practices and 
approaches than PE with Research.

Examples include:

‘The University of Brighton is renowned for engaging 
with the cultural, social and economic life of the 
communities in which we live, work and study. [ ] 
Community engagement, SME innovation and public 
sector skills programmes are distinctive strengths. 
Together with our partners, we are committed to 
regeneration to deliver mutual benefit for our region and 
beyond, improving people’s lives and environment.’

P&CE as a priority strand of KE 
activity

P&CE woven into a place-focused approach to 
knowledge exchange



How does P&CE feature in other KEF domains?
Local Growth and Regeneration narratives

Focus on business and economic growth

‘The University of Plymouth makes a 
significant impact on its local 
economy, reflecting its roots in the 
City of Plymouth, and its cultural 
connection to our local industries and 
communities. We are key strategic 
partners in our City and the wider 
region, informing local economic 
strategies and working in partnership 
to support the development of key 
growth sectors and broader 
innovation across the business 
community’.

‘Lancaster University’s vision of being a globally 
significant university is entirely consistent with 
our concomitant civic responsibility as a local 
anchor institution focussed on facilitating 
regional economic and societal change. [] 

Our published Strategic Plan reinforces our 
commitment to “Lead on renewal and growth of 
our local community to create value for 
Lancaster and the North West region, including 
the enhancement of cultural assets, physical 
infrastructure, health and economic 
development’.

Focus on inclusive growth and civic engagement



The place of P&CE in the KEF?
Perspective Contribution of Public and Community Engagement

Research partnerships
Enhancing public participation in research…

• By supporting the public to engage with and get involved in research, for a variety of purposes 

Working with business

Promoting social innovation…

• By actively involving customers, consumers and audiences in the development of new products and services

• Development of social enterprises and social entrepreneurship

Working with the 

public and third sector

Strengthening the public sphere…

• By involving service users in the enhancement of public services (e.g. PPI) 

• Animating citizen engagement with arts and culture

Skills, enterprise & 

entrepreneurship

Increasing human and social capital…

• By investing in community skills development and lifelong learning 

• ‘Engaged learning’ to develop graduates’ awareness of and interaction with communities

IP and 

commercialisation

Enhancing open innovation…

• Encouraging open source products and platforms

• Supporting open innovation processes

Local growth and 

regeneration

Place making and civic responsibility…

• By engaging with vulnerable or disadvantaged communities 

• By opening up facilities for community use

Public & Community 

Engagement 

Taking a strategic approach to maximising public benefit arising from KE

• By creating a KE environment that maximises high quality public and community engagement activity



Coming up…



Future Research Assessment Consultation
25th April: 2 – 4.30

Book your place

Our next PEP Network Event
Thursday 30th June 2022.
10:00 - 13:00 (online)

This event will cover two topics - writing about your work, and how to 
navigate common issues if you are new to the sector. This is a PEP 
Network event but we welcome non-members! Book your place

What next for the NCCPE?

Get in touch with the NCCPE: nccpe.enquiries@uwe.ac.uk

https://www.publicengagement.ac.uk/consultation-event-public-engagement-and-future-research-assessment-programme
https://www.publicengagement.ac.uk/pep-network-event-june-2022
mailto:nccpe.enquiries@uwe.ac.uk
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The National Co-ordinating Centre for Public Engagement (NCCPE) is 
internationally recognised for its work supporting and inspiring universities 
to engage with the public. 

We work to change perspectives, promote innovation, and nurture and 
celebrate excellence. We also champion meaningful engagement that makes 
a real and valued difference to people’s lives.

The NCCPE is supported by the UK Higher Education Councils, Research 
Councils UK and Wellcome, and has been hosted by the University of Bristol 
and the University of the West of England since it was established in 2008.

National Co-ordinating Centre 
for Public Engagement

2nd Floor, Arnolfini 
16 Narrow Quay 
Bristol, BS1 4QA

Tel 0117 328 7190 
Email nccpe.enquiries@uwe.ac.uk 
Twitter @NCCPE 

publicengagement.ac.uk


